We studied the tracking theory based on Candide3 facial model and according to the research we further developed the tracking process. Based on the research of facial tracking, we put forward a dynamic feature extraction method based on six parameters of facial model. We introduced the active appearance model algorithm to locate and track feature points of facial expression, then studied the tracking theory. Based on Candide3 facial model and according to the research we further developed the tracking process. We use the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) technique to align the image sequence, and then extract the feature vector. The results show that the method based on the model parameters has a good classification results when extract dynamic characteristics.
INTRODUCTION
Expression feature extraction in face recognition is a vital part of the process, at present, domestic and foreign scholars on the facial expression made a lot of feature extraction algorithms, These algorithms are based on the 6 basic expressions of Ekman [1] and Frisen under the proposed framework. Facial expression recognition based on static images with high efficiency, high-speed characteristics, but there are a lot of limitations, due to the amount of information contained in the image is small, so easily affected by many factors such as the external environment and individual differences, such as different colors, differences in facial appearance, uneven illumination, final results are likely to interfere with expression recognition, making the system robust decrease. Facial expression is a continuous process of change, and dynamic image sequence contains a continuous movement or change of image, image sequences can be extracted from more richer facial expression information [2, 3] , thereby reducing even eliminate the interference of the individual and the external environment, making facial expression recognition under various conditions to achieve better results, so many people began to study the dynamic image sequence based on facial expression recognition, then, how better to extract dynamic images sequence expression feature has become an important issue. In this article we discuss the two dynamic feature extraction methods, which are based on the feature point tracking algorithms and model parameters ASM Candide3 tracking algorithm, and the algorithm is how *Address correspondence to this author at the School of Computer & Information Engineering, Nanyang Institute of Technology, Henan, 473004, P.R. China; Tel: 13803770071; E-mail: ywind2005@163.com to extract the motion feature image sequence expression were studied.
MOTION FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED ON ACTIVE APPEARANCE MODEL

The Active Shape Model
Changes in the expression of the human face tracking feature points is a dynamic feature extraction method, this method is to select the most representative of changes in the expression of the feature points, feature points through these changes may reflect the movement trends of expression on the feature points of the face are generally selected organs by tracking feature points can ignore the other without the necessary background and irrelevant information to extract the expression of motion information.
Active Shape Model (Active Shape Models, ASM) [4] is a feature matching method based on statistical model, it needs to calibrate the shape of the feature points of the target object is constructed as a training sample an active shape model. The main core of the algorithm is two sub-models: the global model and local texture model. First, by way of manual calibration calibrate the shape of the feature points of the target object, as a set to generate a training set; then the sample statistics, and establish a statistical model. This model is a model of the approximate location of the feature point has, therefore, after the statistical model, ASM methods still have to deal with the use of local texture model feature point detection target search to find the best match position of the feature point, and then through the feedback establishing the statistical model parameter adjustment, so that the true contour model and a little closer to the target, after completing the adjustment, can be the target feature points for precise positioning.
This section uses the algorithm to extract human face image sequences extracted based on the improved ASM [5] of the feature points in the face Feature points, through improved methods, can be more precise positioning of facial feature points. Fig. (1) is a dynamic expression Cohn-Kanade Gallery [6] in the resulting image use ASM movement tracking feature points 8, can be seen in the face calm and face the highest point of the case, people can accurately locate facial feature points.
Geometric Feature Extraction
When the feature point extraction, the last chapter of the first to use face detection algorithm to the first frame image face position detection and location, and then use face detection results of the ASM initialization, each frame will be the next before the results of the previous frame as the value of the initialization, and then tracking the results of the update to the ASM model. Calculate the distance parameter for each frame of each individual face feature points, then the distance parameter after a frame image is subtracted from the previous frame parameters, obtained the geometric characteristics of this expression vector. The aim is to extract the motion can better correlation between the expression of the moving image sequence, expression of the better use of the motion information.
Firstly, the ASM model of human face location of 68 feature points, so you can easily extract the coordinates of 68 facial feature points of this, but if these 68 points, then all the feature extraction, vector dimension will high, will bring a lot of redundant information, it will lead to a decline recognition rate, including many parts of feature points on the outer contour of the face, including the change in expression when there will not be a great location the change, which for our geometrical feature extraction is meaningless. Changes in the expression of the human organs such as the face feature point eyes, eyebrows and mouth, the position data will be a corresponding change, so that these need to extract large contribution to expression recognition feature point motion information.
The paper selected (facial characteristic points, FCP) [7] of the feature point set in the entire set of feature points locate feature points altogether 20 people face, are the most able to reflect changes in the expression of the point, with the when changes in the expression variation points organs also varies, as shown in Fig. (2) . Since each frame image of the face can not be completely identical, so when the distance parameter extraction, the need for the location of these feature points are normalized, so that the site can be eliminated since the head or face sizes posture changes due to differences deformation of facial feature points. Use P6, P10 and P14 of the three coordinates of points, the affine transformation can be by each frame image 20 is aligned feature point coordinates [8] , then the use of this 20 face feature point position information 18 is constructed dimensional geometric features. Facial expression changes caused by facial muscle strain is usually in the vertical direction, so the distance between the extracted parameters are mainly concentrated in the vertical direction, while the horizontal direction only calculate the horizontal distance between two points outside the mouth. 18-dimensional geometric distance parameter defines these 20 points as shown in Table 1 .
P is a face feature points, (P i , P j ) x as a feature point P i , P j , and the horizontal distance, (P i , P j ) y as a feature point P i P j and the vertical distance. For a video sequence, we passed the distance of each frame image geometry geometric distance minus one frame can be calculated per frame motion change facial feature points, the feature vectors are stored in the matrix.
Wherein i
x is a 18-dimensional feature vector, representing the motion of feature points geometric distance, n is the length of the image sequence. So that we can pass the image displacement vector for each frame in the sequence of feature points, feature points obtained displacement matrix X = [x 1 , x 2 ,...x n 1 ] , apparently, the feature dimension feature matrix X is 18 (n-1).
DYNAMIC FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED ON THREE-DIMENSIONAL FACE MODEL CANDIDE3
Candide3 3D Face Model
Candide3 is a parameterized model [9] . Candide3 model is composed of 113 points P i (i = 1,2,...,113) composition, and these points by a certain order link into triangle meshes, where each triangle is called a patch, a total of 184 surface sheet (see Fig. 3 ). This model can be described as: 
Wherein g is a standard model, A is the motion module, S is the shape of the module, T a , T s respectively, change their corresponding parameter. By T a , T s you can get change frontal face different expression changes.
Since it is desirable to different head pose, size and location tracking human faces, the model and the introduction of the six parameters, i.e. the above mentioned amplification factor s , the rotation matrix R = R(r x ,r y ,r z ) , and the conversion vector t = t(t x ,t y ) , the finally obtained:
In the tracking process, the shape parameter once identified, will no longer change to the composition of the remain-
can be reflected in changes in the tracking process. Candide3 model based tracking algorithm is to quickly update to b , so that the face of the current model of facial expression match.
Expression Feature Extraction Motion Parameters
Candide3 model is a very detailed model of the face, changes in the control model is given the shape of 12 units and 11 units of motion simultaneously, Candide3 model also gives the corresponding AUs unit according to the respective movement means, for expression analysis provides a convenient.
Emotes unit (Facial action units, FAU) [9] , the expression refers to the basic elements of a common organ changes in facial expression changes in the composition, and other emotions can be represented by a combination of FAU, so typically by computer vision tracking FAU to analyze changes in the expression [10] .
Candide3 model motion control unit and motor unit face correspondence, research to identify the corresponding seven sports unit, which includes tracking applications Upper lip raiser, Lower lip depressor, Inner brow lower, Outer brow raiser, Upper lip outside raiser, Lip stretcher six sports unit also includes a Nose wrinkler motor unit.
Candide3 model gives control model changes in the shape of 12 units and 11 units, while the movement, Candide3 model is also given according to various sports unit of the corresponding AUs unit provides a convenient expression analysis [11, 12] .
Combined emotes element analysis, dynamic characteristics presented here is based on a model parameter extraction Candide3 program. That application Candide3 tracking algorithm based on the model, change tracking head pose human face image sequences and internal expression, the number of consecutive frames to get updated motion parameters b constitute the dynamic characteristics, T a represents the change in the motion parameters, that is, on behalf of the intensity of expression motor unit, so each frame to get a representative expression vector motion unit Ta motion tracking features of the model in Candide3 each face image sequences extracted to can be expressed as follows:
Wherein, L represents the length of the image sequence. Since we use the seven sports unit, so you can come and f is a L'7 dimensional feature matrix.
Algorithm for one frame of image sequences were localized, seven motion parameters extracted motion feature, the tracking results of the experiment shown in Fig. (4) :
Based on the dynamic characteristics Candide3 model parameter extraction method is advantageous in that [13] :
(1) At the same time face tracking, the characteristic parameters can be extracted directly, not as ASM algorithm as geometric feature points tracing calculations.
(2) That the model is not affected head rotation, motion parameters characterizing changes in the expression of the human face attitude change has a strong robustness.
(3) The model can be updated only by the number of low-dimensional motion parameters can reflect changes in facial expression, so the extracted image in each frame in the sequence of motion parameters that reflect changes in the expression of the dynamic feature vectors.
DYNAMIC TIME WARPING (DTW)
Dynamic image sequence chronologically Gallery expression facial expression images will line up, but even with a look that everyone will not have time to complete each exactly the same as the length of a sequence of images in the gallery of course, will not do exactly the same, which led directly we acquired the time corresponding to the range of features is not the same. In classifier usually requires a unified feature dimension, which requires extracting a feature in a sequence of images having a uniform length, which requires the image sequence library according to the number of frames set normalized. In this paper, a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm to solve the problem of inconsistent image sequence length.
DTW algorithm is based on dynamic programming, nonlinear time again normalized pattern matching algorithm used in gait recognition on time is very sensitive to changes in the pattern recognition problems [14] . The main idea is as follows: For the two different time ranges, using time warping function difference modeling them on the time axis, in order to eliminate the difference between two time ranges, DTW by varying one of a time axis, so that with the other a possible overlap.
We say DTW is based on dynamic programming, is that it will be a complex problem into the overall best for many simple local optimization problems. If we have a dynamic feature vector time series A = {a 1 ,a 2 ,...,a i } , there is another one waiting to identify the sequence B = {b 1 ,b 2 ,...,b j } , where i j , then the DTW algorithm would need to find a time warping function, making the timeline sequence B j can be mapped to a non-linear sequence a timeline of i, and minimize distortion. Assuming time warping function C = {c(1),c(2),...,c(N )} (N is the path length), c(n) = (i(n), j(n)) represents an n-th matching points, the matching point is from the first sequence A i (n) a j-th feature vector and the sequence B (n) of feature vectors constitute the distance d(a i( n) ,b j( n) ) between the two feature vectors, which we call the local matching distance.
By constantly looking for local matching distance [15] , to find a path through the path can be made by a weighted sum of the distances of all the matching point on this path of feature vectors is minimized: Prior to the use of structured function to calculate the optimal path, the need for regular function plus constraint, otherwise inappropriate regular function might cause some problems. In our problem, when a moving image sequence expression library dynamically structured, regular function should satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) Continuity. Because the expression is a dynamic continuous process, in order to effectively preserve the characteristic information, to ensure the accuracy of identification, which requires regular function does not skip any match point in the sequence; (2) Limit the monotony. Obviously the image sequence expression is calm over time by the state gradually to the climax of the state, which requires regular function to calculate the optimal route to get to keep the change of time, can not appear jump. Namely:
To achieve these two conditions, in the path of the selected time necessary to design appropriate constraints, the path you first need to meet the requirements of continuity and monotonicity. Can also be based on the actual situation, add different local path constraints, Fig. (5) represents a path constraint.
Based on Design Process and Production Process of Product Components Decomposition
The current ceramic enterprises in ceramic product design process and production process of detailed study, the design process of ceramic products for further analysis and decomposition, Exploring the project design of ceramic needs human interaction steps in the 3d CAD system, and needs to be done by the system automatically in order to better improve enterprise's key steps in the efficiency of product design and in the decomposition on the basis of the design process to classify modeling of ceramic products, and finished components decomposition of complex products. Ceramic products decomposition is different from the mechanical parts and components industry and other industry products, ceramic products decomposition lies mainly in the design of the components in the process of decomposition, and the final product in general is not an integral whole, for example, in the design process for more complex products such as "pot" will be broken down parts into the pot body, the pot, a spout, the lid and lid knob, a girder of the pot, an ear piece [10] . And set up all kinds of parts in the threedimensional model of the material library.
As shown in Fig. (6) , figure, a solid line indicates a complete path, this path has a continuous and monotonic characteristic, satisfies the constraint path shown in Fig. (6) . Fig. (6) . The DTW search path.
DTW algorithm searches the following methods will be about the best path description:
For path constraints Fig. (5) , the point (a i( n) ,b j( n) ) before the grid is one of only three points below where:
Then (a i( n) ,b j( n) ) will select the minimum distance to the point of these three points as a preamble to the grid, the cumulative distance of:
With the above method of calculation can be from (1,1) to start the search starting, through repeated recurrence until the optimal path. DTW algorithm principle is very simple, but because the algorithm in finding the best path back to the time required for repeated recursive, resulting in the amount of computation becomes large, a great impact on the computational efficiency. By analyzing its causes can be found in that search space is too large, too much of various branch path, and many of the searched path is often not required. Therefore, we consider adding a constraint for the global path selection, Fig. (5) . A local path constraints.
article selects a slope in the range of constraint 1/2 to 2 (Fig.  7) , if the slope is too large, the search path will end prematurely, do the aim is both to ensure the full path can be searched, you can reduce the mismatch, the most important thing is given a certain range of the search path, you can make a significant reduction in the amount of calculation.
When x a = x b is relatively divided into two segments:
When a b x x < , relatively divided into the following three sections:
DTW algorithm also has the following two characteristics: first, the calculation process can be seen as a cycle of cumulative matrix generated problems; secondly, DTW algorithm based on dynamic programming, in the accumulation of matrix generation process, each point is calculated only with a number of points concerning this point before. Therefore, when using DTW algorithm does not require calculation Fig. (7) point diamond outside, but do not have to keep a distance and accumulate matrix matching distance matrix and only needs to be saved locally in the calculation process can be constantly updated.
According to the previous analysis, the use of DTW algorithm to calculate the cumulative distance of the next frame in the X-axis direction, just in front of a column of accumulated distance, so in the implementation process of the algorithm, we do not need to save the entire matrix, and only need two D and d variables to save the current column and on a cumulative distance. When performing the variable D is the last element of the test template and reference template matching between the template when the last frame of the test distance. By this method, can greatly reduce the amount of storage space and calculation, thereby increasing the speed of recognition.
FEATURE SELECTION
Feature selection is the key feature of useful features to choose from, all of them, the removal of the original features of the redundant features, thus leaving the greatest contribution to the classification features.
Feature by feature selection algorithm to select and then perform pattern classification, can bring many benefits to the pattern recognition system: Reduce the feature dimension;
Reduce the data acquisition time;
Reduction of time training the classifier;
Improve the recognition rate of the classifier.
In face recognition based on image sequences, the expression of different frames in an image, for feature extraction expressions used are not the same, so we want to extract all the features, select the most advantageous feature classification, feature selection is to complete this task.
Selection Based on Fisher Criterion
The main task is to remove the section of each frame to extract the motion features of the non-redundant information related to that feature selection. Using a single feature of Fisher discriminant method, after the screening of the motion feature to get a group of sub-optimal subset of features, so you can remove poor classification performance characteristics.
Within the feature class scatter smaller, the inter-class scatter, the stronger its categorical, Fisher criterion [10] is based on this idea for feature extraction. In this paper, a single feature of the Fisher discriminant rate as the criterion, the basis for calculating the value of each feature, and then ordered from these features, select a category and strong features, remove the classification of weak features, so as to achieve a better face recognition results .
The definition of the training set there are n samples that belong to class C: w 1 , w 2,..., w c samples per class contains n i , μ i represents the mean of the i-type samples. The formula for calculating the dispersion of the between-class and within-class scatter as follows:
Wherein, μ 0 is the global mean vector,
{S b } is a measure of the average distance between the mean of each class and the global mean. Fig. (7) . DTW global path constraint.
Wherein, S i is the covariance matrix of class
is the a priori probability of i w , w i n i n , S w is an average measure of the variance of the characteristics of all the classes.
Estimation of Distribution Algorithm Based on Feature Selection
Estimation of Distribution Algorithm (EDA) [15] is the field of evolutionary computation research frontier is being proposed in 1996, which proposed a new algorithm evolutionary algorithm improves the traditional evolutionary genetic algorithm (GA).
In GA, in order to optimize the solution of the problem of the candidate, they are represented by the population, the population of each individual has their own fitness, and then simulate the natural evolutionary process, carried out other options, crossover and mutation, so repeatedly solving complex operation. In EDA, the longer the traditional selection, crossover and mutation of such genetic manipulation, but the probability model for sampling and study, EDA probabilistic model to describe the spatial distribution of candidate solutions, from a macro point of view of the statistics of the candidate solution probability distribution, and the establishment of the model, based on the probability model, a random sampling of the population get a new, EDA is the use of such methods continue to be repeated to achieve the evolution of the population, until the solution of the problem is obtained.
In the feature selection process EDA, we use the EDA algorithm is relatively simple models -learning (Populationbased Increased Learning, PBIL) algorithm based on the incremental population.
SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Motion Feature Extraction Based on Active Appearance Model
Motion feature extraction facial expression in the sequence of images, different sequence lengths will bring a different feature dimensions, the first sequence of images in order to compare the impact of different lengths of expression recognition in image sequences for different lengths of facial expressions after the feature points localization, we use a different feature of the sequence of images, respectively, of different lengths were extracted and the motion information of the feature point recognition result shown in Fig. (8) .
As can be seen from Fig. (8) the identification rate, and not using a feature selection algorithm to improve the recognition rate greatly, because the feature points based on geometric features for classification contributions are more evenly. We found in the image when the sequence length of 7 experiments achieved the highest recognition rate. It is worth mentioning that, with the increase in the recognition rate in the sequence length instead reduced, because feature points are extracted when the ASM, the positioning of each frame and absolute accuracy is not enough, even after affine arithmetic, may still be pixel shift, which is extracted geometric features will result in errors in the calculation of the motion feature will feature point position error as the geometrical distance change is counted together, and with the increase of the number of frames, expression changes between frames become smaller with increasing dimension of feature vectors, and will bring some redundant information is not conducive to the classification, feature point extraction truly reflect the movement of information will become more difficult to influence the final recognition rate. Conversely, when the sequence length is short, the positioning error of the facial feature points for each frame geometric motion feature extraction will greatly reduce the impact, as shown in Fig. (9) . Fig. (8) . Identification of different image sequence length ratio. Table 2 shows the image sequence 7, the ASM algorithm with facial expression motion feature extraction and use of estimation of distribution algorithms for feature selection, support vector machine classifier to obtain recognition results of each test set expression. As can be seen from the results, the method for tracking the movement of feature points, for the pleasure and surprise of this relatively exaggerated facial expressions, identify more accurate, but the magnitude of change in the operation of a relatively small effect on the expression recognition is not ideal, this is because this is because the method is based on the limitations of face tracking feature points lead.
Feature Extraction Based on Dynamic Models Candide3
The same sequence of still images to different lengths to extract motion parameters affect the expression of Candide3 model experiments, for different lengths of sequence image feature points of facial expression to locate, respectively, using the six model parameters and seven sports model motion parameters for image sequences of different lengths were extracted expression motion motion information unit. By comparing the use of ASM motion feature extraction algorithm, we found Candide3 model based on a more accurate face tracking, and motion parameters as characteristic facial feature is not directly on point positioning obtained, it is possible in the case of a longer sequence length, got more conducive to expression feature classified information to improve the recognition rate. Fig. (10) is a picture of the 10 track results Candide3 models. 
CONCLUSION
This paper describes the extraction based on dynamic image sequence characteristic facial expression and active Fig. (9) . The 6 frame positioning effect expressions in image sequences. appearance model Candide3 model algorithms, and the two algorithms were used to sequence the human facial expression image extracted motion feature, Active Appearance Model method of calculating speed. However, given the feature points is not very accurate, has some influence on the results. Candide3 feature extraction method based on the dynamic model is the model for the extraction of changes in the expression of motion parameters, more accurate motion information extraction. While for dynamic image sequences of varying sequence length feature dimension cause problems ranging training and recognition, and were normalized using an improved method of dynamic time warping. Then feature extraction is performed on the motion feature selection, each frame image by selecting the classification ability of the characteristics of the final classification, can be seen from the experimental results, a different image sequence length different motion feature extraction algorithm will bring different effects, but also through the feature selection algorithm to select the feature vector will improve the recognition rate of the algorithm. 
